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geometric complexity, and differing electrical properties.
However, detailed anatomically based models of the hu-A hybrid finite-difference technique, for modelling the induction

in compact isolated heterogeneous conductors by external low- man body at the millimeter resolution level are now feasi-
frequency time-harmonic electric fields, is described. A quasi-static ble, thanks to data from the Visible Human Project (http://
finite-difference time domain code is used to model the induction www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible–human.html) at
in a low-resolution model of the conductor. In particular, this code

the U.S. National Library of Medicine. Recently measuredsolves the external problem and yields the surface charge density
conductivity data suitable for low frequencies are also nowinduced on the body. Although the internal fields are also computed,

the surface charge density can be interpolated onto the surface of available [14]. The major limitation on whole-body induc-
a higher-resolution model of the conducting body. These are then tion modelling is then the choice of numerical technique,
used as the source terms for a scalar-potential finite-difference code and the availability of sufficient computer resources.
capable of solving the interior problem at an enhanced resolution,

Finite-difference methods can be used [12, 13] to solveyet with a similar computational load. This paper describes the
the interior and exterior problems simultaneously, subjecttheory for integrating the two techniques. It demonstrates the valid-

ity of the technique, as applied to a human body model exposed to the use of appropriate grids and boundary condition.
to a 60-Hz uniform electric field. Extremely good agreement is dem- The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [24, 17, 21]
onstrated for the low-resolution internal fields computed by the two technique can also be used to solve the full problem. For
codes. The feasibility of the interpolation procedure and associated

example, plane-wave induction calculations in humans athigher-resolution internal calculations are then illustrated. Q 1997

10 MHz have been reported [16, 15], but straightforwardAcademic Press

application to lower frequencies is hampered by the time-
stepping stability criterion.

1. INTRODUCTION For frequencies at the lower end of the spectrum, there
exist alternative numerical methods which take advantage

For sufficiently low-frequency electric excitation of a of the quasi-static approximation in either the frequency
conducting body, the total external field must essentially or time domain. For example, the frequency-domain im-
be normal to the conductor surface. Consequently, the pedance method (IM) [15] has been used [16, 23, 20] for
resulting external field is substantially modified from the modelling magnetic induction in humans.
applied one, and it is necessary to incorporate the un- A second example is a recently described quasi-static
bounded exterior domain into any solution of the problem. FDTD method [10]. This technique is applicable to struc-
This requirement has significant consequences in terms of tures where the materials can be considered as either
computational resources in cases where the conducting purely dielectric (nonconducting) or sufficiently conduct-
body is complex and heterogeneous and it is required to ing that the conduction current dominates the displace-
evaluate the internal induced fields at a fairly high resolu- ment current. It uses a time-ramped excitation involving
tion. One particular application is in the investigation of pairs of oppositely directed plane waves with the phases
any potentially detrimental health effects of power-fre- chosen to give purely electric or magnetic forcing in the
quency electric and magnetic fields on humans. The prob- vicinity of the body. The simulation times are short (5 ns).
lem of computing induced field and current levels within Results computed by this code were shown to both self-
the body is made more difficult by its complicated struc- consistent and in agreement with previously published
ture, involving components of widely varying dimensions, work for both electric and magnetic excitation. It was also

recently shown [6] that this code gives three-figure
agreement with results computed by a scalar potential fi-1 Now at Alcatel, Belgium.
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nite-difference (SPFD) method, for the case of magnetic
excitation.

Alternatively, the source of the internal electric field
may be viewed as the surface-charge density induced by
the applied electric field. The solution may then be sepa-
rated into two phases. The exterior problem (which de-
pends primarily on the shape of the conductor) is solved
first, typically formulated as a potential problem. One pos-
sible approach is to use Green’s function-based integral
equation methods [3] to solve the external problem re-
stricted to the (bounded) body surface. The charge distri-
bution obtained from solution of the external problem can
then be incorporated into the body boundary conditions FIG. 1. Representative discrete electric and magnetic field vectors,
for the internal problem. Although they are not insur- defined on conjugate staggered grids associated with the voxel edges and

faces. The figure also illustrates representative discrete samples of themountable, the two-stage integral equation method has
conduction potential at the nodes defined by the voxel vertices.the drawbacks of involving dense matrices, mismatched

internal and external grids, and there is the possibility
of numerical instability. An alternative two-stage method, realistic, higher resolution model of the conductor and sub-
combining an external finite-difference solution of La- sequently using the SPFD to calculate the internal fields.
place’s equation with an internal impedance method solu- The theory underlying the hybrid model and two-stage
tion, was employed by DeFord and Gandhi [11]. solution process is described in Section 2. The approach is

The SPFD method mentioned earlier is a scalar fre- illustrated in Section 3, using anatomically derived human
quency-domain code whose computational domain, like body models based on cubic voxels having 7.2-mm and 3.6-
the IM, is restricted to the conducting body. In comparison mm edges. The FDTD and SPFD interior calculations are
with the above-mentioned methods, which all compute compared on the lower resolution model and found to be in
vector fields, an immediate advantage of a scalar method excellent agreement, thereby confirming the feasibility of
is the reduced computer storage requirements. The SPFD the hybrid approach. The surface charge interpolation and
code has been thoroughly tested; in addition to the above- subsequent SPFD computation of the internal fields in the
mentioned good agreement with the quasi-static FDTD higher-resolution model are also demonstrated.
code results, it also gives good agreement [7] with results Although illustrated in a bioelectromagnetic context, the
based on ananalytic solution [8] for low-frequency magnetic method is clearly applicable to low-frequency induction
induction in an equatorially stratified conducting sphere. modelling in other complicated general heterogeneous con-

For electric excitation, however, the SPFD method can ductors.
only be used in the second stage of a two-phase solution
process—it does not solve the exterior problem, yet it re- 2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
quires the induced surface charge distribution in its bound-

2.1. Human Body Modelary conditions. In the present work, the quasistatic FDTD
and SPFD methods are integrated into a two-stage hybrid A model of the human body was developed from head
solution scheme. As noted elsewhere [6], the numerical im- and torso data, based on segmentation of the magnetic
plementations of the two methods share some common fea-
tures, particularly regarding the handling of the conductiv-
ity distribution as a set of uniform voxels. Both codes define
the electric field components at the centres of the voxel
edges. The SPFD code represents the potential values at the
voxel vertices. Therefore, there is a one-to-one geometrical
correspondence in the fields computed by the two methods
for a given conductivity model and resolution, and this
makes the hybrid approach feasible. The process involves
running the FDTD code (effectively solving both the inter-
nal and external problems simultaneously at the lower reso-
lution) and extracting the surface charge distribution. The
usefulness of the hybrid approach arises from the possibility

FIG. 2. Local indexing scheme at a node.of interpolating the surface charge distribution onto a more
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The lower resolution model has a bounding box containing
75 3 44 3 245 (5 808,500) voxels, of which 204,290 com-
prise the body proper.

2.2. Geometrical Conventions

As noted earlier, both the FDTD and SPFD codes repre-
sent the conductivity by a set of parallelepiped voxels.
Within each voxel, the conductivity and electric permittiv-
ity are assigned constant values. The conductivity distribu-
tion used is described in detail by Dawson et al. [5]. Wher-
ever possible, recently measured [14] conductivity values
were used. The body is further assumed to be nonmagnetic,
so that the magnetic permeability is assigned its vacuum
value of e0 everywhere. The interior electric permittivity
does not enter the computation of the quasi-static elec-
tric field.

FIG. 3. Representation of a portion of surface of the voxel-based In both codes, the electric fields are defined on the stag-
conductor. The larger spheres represent the nodes of the coarse mesh, gered grids formed by the voxel edges, as illustrated in
which are also members of the high-resolution one. The small spheres Fig. 1. Also associated with the rth edge is a conductance,
represent the remaining nodes of the fine mesh. The dashed lines repre-
sent the imaginary offset voxels used for charge extraction from the FDTD

sr ; srar/lr . (1)low-resolution runs. The nodes shaded solid black are to be interpreted as
lying inside the conductor.

Here sr denotes the average conductivity of the four voxels
contacting the edge, ar is the area of the voxel face normal

resonance images (MRI), obtained from Yale Medical
school [25]. The body model was completed by attaching
legs and arms to the Yale model, based on representations
obtained by applying segmentation algorithms developed
in our laboratory to CT and MRI data from the Visible
Human Project at the U.S. National Library of Medicine.
The limb dimensions were scaled to match the torso, and
additional manual editing was done in the planes of attach-
ment. The height of the final body model was 1.77 m, with
an estimated weight of 76 kg. The original model resolution
was 3.6 mm along each Cartesian direction, with the x, y,
and z axes directed from left-to-right, back-to-front, and
foot-to-head, respectively. The final high-resolution body
is thus represented as a set of uniform cubic voxels with
3.6-mm edges, set within an insulating air cushion in a
bounding box containing 147 3 85 3 489 voxels in the
x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively, for a total count of
6,110,055. Of these, 1,639,146 (about 26.8%) are associated
with the body interior. A 3 3 3 3 3 median filtering algo-
rithm was then applied to this model to develop a lower
resolution model composed of 7.2-mm cubic voxels. The
filtering process was based on the dominant local tissue
type, and the output values were restricted to lie in the
table of available tissues. This avoids the introduction of
‘‘new’’ tissues which would occur if an averaging technique
were used, but which also results in a lower resolution
model that is not simply a subsampled version of the higher
resolution one. This fact imposed some difficulties in the FIG. 4. Relative residual as a function of iteration number for the

low- and high-resolution SPFD runs with the model located in free space.charge interpolation algorithm, as discussed in Section 2.5.
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TABLE I

Method Validation Data for the Induced Electric Field for the Body in Free Space
under the Influence of a 1-kV m21, 60-Hz Vertical Electric Field

Free space (mVm21) Ex Ey Ez uEu

Min FDTD 25.439868 25.439673 21.478571 10.000000
Hybrid 25.435530 25.439588 21.477353 10.000000
D 20.798056 20.369113 20.036375 20.000245

Max FDTD 14.547296 13.883192 18.549955 18.692496
Hybrid 14.542744 13.879148 18.550001 18.692543
D 10.989263 11.695590 12.959168 13.210898

Avg FDTD 20.000183 20.010907 10.567973 10.624314
Hybrid 20.000015 20.012064 10.563913 10.619734
D 20.000169 10.001158 10.004059 10.004580

Std FDTD 10.188499 10.298265 11.124617 11.233091
Hybrid 10.187913 10.297088 11.118736 11.226454
D 10.013835 10.027049 10.062353 10.069405
1 2 x 2.7 3 1023 4.12 3 1023 3.05 3 1023 3.16 3 1023

Note. The bottom row contains the (dimensionless) mismatch 1 2 x between the internal fields computed by the FDTD method and hybrid
methods, where x is the whole-body three-dimensional correlation coefficient. The remaining rows contain the whole-body minimum and maximum
field values, as well as the average and standard deviation, of the fields computed by the two methods and of the voxel-wise difference fields. Data
are provided for the three components of the electric field, as well as for the magnitude. Units are as indicated in the table.

to it, and lr is its length. Similarly, the magnetic fields are is a standard FDTD code, modified to take advantage of
the facts that the phase of the external and internaldefined on the conjugate staggered mesh defined by the

voxel face normals. In the SPFD code, the scalar potential fields is known in the quasi-static case and that conduction
values are assigned at the voxel vertices. currents dominate the displacement currents in the con-

ducting media. Fields external to the conductor all have
2.3. Quasistatic FDTD Method the same phase as the incident field, whereas interior

fields are first order in the quasi-static approximationThe quasi-static finite-difference time-domain code is
described and illustrated by De Moerloose et al. [10]. This and so are proportional to the time-derivative of the

TABLE II

As for Table I, but for Current Density Induced in the Body in Free Space

Free space (mAm22) Jx Jy Jz uJu

Min FDTD 20.900429 20.872855 20.147857 10.000000
Hybrid 20.900018 20.872826 20.147735 10.000000
D 20.000434 20.000408 20.000240 20.000254

Max FDTD 10.753291 10.676797 12.405844 12.410184
Hybrid 10.752951 10.676488 12.405818 12.410158
D 10.000455 10.000404 10.000896 10.000932

Avg FDTD 20.000153 20.000108 10.111125 10.118499
Hybrid 20.000152 20.000108 10.111081 10.118451
D 20.000001 10.000000 10.000044 10.000048

Std FDTD 10.031216 10.040140 10.228689 10.241244
Hybrid 10.031204 10.040131 10.228606 10.241155
D 10.000019 10.000017 10.000091 10.000098
1 2 x 1.0 3 1027 6.0 3 1028 2.0 3 1028 2.0 3 1028
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TABLE III

As for Table I, but for the Body in Electrical Contact with a Ground Plane at the Soles
of the Feet

Grounded (mVm21) Ex Ey Ez uEu

Min FDTD 216.151130 222.914816 23.739307 10.000000
Hybrid 216.159490 222.928365 23.728420 10.000000
D 21.394010 20.611820 20.123447 20.018132

Max FDTD 120.816423 116.012054 147.239874 148.076987
Hybrid 120.828587 116.019321 147.257892 148.095119
D 11.698839 12.878240 14.862440 15.297610

Avg FDTD 10.004987 20.012484 11.567860 11.704308
Hybrid 10.005311 20.014597 11.560411 11.695746
D 20.000324 10.002113 10.007450 10.008562

Std FDTD 10.613903 10.863789 13.909760 14.157263
Hybrid 10.613274 10.862472 13.902201 14.148403
D 10.024170 10.047067 10.107880 10.120263
1 2 x 7.8 3 1024 1.48 3 1023 5.5 3 1024 6.2 3 1024

incident field. The time-dependence of the incident field After a short simulation time, all fields will attain either a
is ramped, linear (exterior) or constant (interior) time behavior. The

amplitude of the fields can then be read directly from their
rate of change (exterior) or their actual values (interior).
To obtain a solution, it is therefore sufficient to register

Einc 5 5
0, 2y , t # t0 ,

1
2 St 2

t

f
sin

ft
t
D, t0 , t # t,

t 2 t/2, t . t,

(2) all field values on two subsequent time steps after the
transient response has decayed. Absorbing boundary con-
ditions [2] are used to truncate the numerical domain. On
account of the retarded nature of any reflections and the
short simulation times, these absorbing boundaries workwith a smooth start to avoid high-frequency contamination.

TABLE IV

As for Table II, but for the Body in Electrical Contact with a Ground Plane at the Soles
of the Feet

Grounded (mAm22) Jx Jy Jz uJu

Min FDTD 22.594279 23.956228 20.373931 10.000000
Hybrid 22.594409 23.956258 20.372842 10.000000
D 20.003502 20.001606 20.003512 20.003542

Max FDTD 12.225884 12.878188 111.509839 111.530188
Hybrid 12.226418 12.878557 111.508746 111.529089
D 10.005873 10.005240 10.004795 10.008791

Avg FDTD 10.000226 10.001628 10.289182 10.308825
Hybrid 10.000227 10.001627 10.289060 10.308667
D 20.000001 10.000001 10.000122 10.000158

Std FDTD 10.087793 10.111773 10.681097 10.712098
Hybrid 10.087763 10.111747 10.680899 10.711863
D 10.000105 10.000090 10.000334 10.000383
1 2 x 6.5 3 1027 3.0 3 1027 1.1 3 1027 1.3 3 1027
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FIG. 5. Illustrations of current pseudo-streamlines in a central side-to-side cross section of the upper part of the low-resolution model situated
in free space.

well for low-frequency evanescent waves, even when panded near the conductor in a power series involving the
placed close to the conductor. Pure uniform electric or parameter (2jk0L), where k0 and L are the wavenumber
magnetic sources are generated in the vicinity of the body of the incident field and a characteristic dimension of the
by an appropriate choice of the phase and polarization of body, respectively. It is further required that the body be
pairs of oppositely traveling plane waves. Although only small compared to any internal skin depth, L ! d ;
proven for the case of plane-wave irradiation, the quasi- [ge0s(r)/2]21/2, in order that the magnetic fields generated
static FDTD can be modified to incorporate nonuniform by the currents induced in the body are negligible (in the
sources. sense that the associated secondary currents are negligible

in comparison with the primary ones). This method is a
2.4. SPFD Method mathematical formulation that readily accommodates the

concept that electric and magnetic fields are decoupled atThe SPFD code is based on Stevenson’s method [22]
for quasis-static induction problems. Each of the incident, low frequencies [18]. The method can be used up to about

100 kHz for objects of the size and conductivity valuesscattered, and interior electromagnetic fields can be ex-
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FIG. 6. Modulus of the electric field induced in a horizontal cross section through the heart for the low-resolution (top) and high-resolution
(bottom) models.

of the human body. At higher frequencies, the coupling and the electric field must satisfy the condition
between electric and magnetic fields can no longer be ne-
glected. s(r)n̂(r) · Ei

1(r) 5 jgrs0(r) (5)
The main results are that the lowest order external mag-

netic field is equal to the applied field everywhere and that
at the body surface. The potential then must satisfy thethe external electric field can be obtained from a solution
differential equationof Laplace’s equation, with the body surface being one

of constant potential. This gives rise to a surface charge
= · [s(r)=c(r)] 5 0, (6)distribution rs0(r). In the absence of any applied magnetic

field, the lowest order internal electric field has the repre-
subject to the boundary conditionsentation

Ei
1(r) 5 2jg=c(r). (3) s(r)n̂(r) · =c(r) 5 2rs0(r). (7)

The divergence of the associated conduction current van- The net result is a formulation equivalent to those of Polk
ishes, and Song [19] and of Dimbylow [13].

With a local indexing scheme as depicted in Fig. 2, an
= · hs(r)Ei

1(r)j 5 0, (4) application of the divergence theorem to a hypothetical
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offset voxel centred on a particular node leads to the simple For a coarse-grid SPFD validation run, there is a one-
local finite-difference approximation to-one correspondence between current injection sites in

the two codes, so that the previously saved data can be
used directly, being converted back to the charges required
for the right-hand sides of Eq. (8).SO6

r51
srD c0 2 O6

r51
srcr 5 Q0 (8)

Interpolation onto the fine mesh is slightly complicated
by the fact that one is not simply a subsampled version of
the other. The interpolation process therefore proceeds into Eq. (6). The above equation needs to be modified in
three phase. Phase 1 (assignment) consists of mapping thean obvious manner, if the central point is connected to
coarse-grid charge density information onto suitable fine-less than six neighbouring nodes in the conductor. The
mesh injection sites. As each surface charge density sampleterm Q0 denotes the net zeroth-order charge at any bound-
is read in, a search is made over the fine mesh model toary node; otherwise it is zero. When an equation of the
locate the nearest conductor-based node and subsequentlyabove form is written for each vertex of every conducting
to locate the nearest current injection site (or equidistantvoxel in the distribution, the result is a heptadiagonal sys-
sites) which is electrically connected to this target nodetem of equations of the form (N 2 E)y 5 f. This set
(this is to avoid assigning charges from the torso, for exam-of equations is real, diagonally dominant, symmetric, and
ple, to the arms at points of close separation). The inputpositive semi-definite. It is also singular, since the potential
surface charge density is then assigned at a single site, oris indeterminate to within an additive constant. It can be
apportioned among the several equidistant ones. A countsymmetrically preconditioned to the form (I 2 A)x 5 b,
of multiple contributions is kept and used at the end ofwhere A 5 N21/2EN21/2, y 5 N21/2x, and b 5 N21/2f. The
Phase 1 to convert to averages. In Phase 2 (broadcast) asingularity can be removed by augmenting the system with
pass is made through those injection sites assigned in Phasean equation requiring that the potential have zero mean.
1, and the surface charge density information is used to
update values at the injection sites (i) which were not2.5. Charge Interpolation
assigned in Phase 1 and (ii) which lie on fine-mesh faces

The charge interpolation procedure is as follows. After contacting the injection sites which were assigned. For
completion of an FDTD run, a pass is made to compute example, if the coarse mesh node (large sphere) common
the surface charge density at each current injection site, to quarter-faces 1 ? ? ? 3 in Fig. 3 were assigned a charge
defined as a node in contact with less than six conducting density in Phase 1, then that value is common to those
edges, and at least one edge lying in external air. Each three subfaces, and is used to assign (partial) contributions
such injection site is then centred within an imaginary to the associated six fine-mesh nodes (small spheres).
offset voxel, as illustrated in Fig. 3, and the associated Again, a count of partial contributions is kept and used
charge evaluated from to convert to averages at the end of Phase 2. Phase 3

(interpolation) uses a multipass search with a gradually
increasing tolerance radius to interpolate existing surface

Q0 5 EEs
B

n̂ · («E) da, (9) charge information onto any injection sites not set during
the assignment and broadcast phases.

When the above phases are complete, the surface chargewhere B denotes the offset voxel surface. The normal
density is again converted back to charge for use in thevectors are thus well defined. It may be noted that the
right-hand sides of Eq. (8) during a subsequent higherdeficiencies of staircase modelling are sidestepped in the
resolution interior SPFD run.hybrid model, since both codes employ the same geometric

assumptions. The charge is subsequently converted to a
2.6. Grounded Case—Mixed Conditionssurface charge density by division by the conducting voxel

surface area lying within the offset one (e.g., by the total The above scheme must be modified for cases where
area of the three quarter-faces, labeled 1 ? ? ? 3, or of the the conductor is in electrical contact with a ground plane.
four quarter-faces labeled a ? ? ? d, at the appropriate In this case, the short-circuit current, entering the conduc-
coarse-mesh nodes in Fig. 3). Note that nodes attached to tor via nodes on the ground-plane, is the quantity of inter-
six conducting edges are to be interpreted as interior nodes, est. This is again extracted from the low-resolution FDTD
even though at the vertex of an external voxel. The re- computations. It is saved as current density, as opposed to
sulting surface charge density is then associated with the charge density. The injection current density is interpo-
coarse-mesh node, and the node coordinates and the asso- lated onto the fine mesh as above. Some bookkeeping
ciated charge density are written to a file for later use by is required to restrict the surface charge interpolation to

nonground plane nodes, and the current density interpola-the SPFD code.
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tion to ground-plane nodes. Integration of Eq. (4) over tion—the latter as a measure of variation in the field), and
the body volume, followed by application of the divergence are tabulated for the three Cartesian components, and for
theorem and Eq. (5), leads to the expected relationship the magnitude, of both sets of data and of the voxel-wise

difference fields. The minimum and maximum electric field
values between the two methods agree to at least fourI0 5 2jgQt (10)
significant figures. There are significant discrepancies in the
voxel-wise difference fields, and the average and variationbetween the total current entering the body and the total
measures agree to only three significant figures. These dif-surface charge.
ferences are due to the presence of internal air cavities in
the model. Whereas the FDTD code computes fields for

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
all voxels in the bounding box, the SPFD code does not
presently compute fields in these cavities, as they are of3.1. Runs and Validation
little bioelectromagnetic interest.

For the low-resolution FDTD runs, the bounding box The table also shows that the highest field values (P8.5
containing the body model was surrounded by a double- mV m21) occur in the vertical component, as might be
voxel air layer (apart from the ground-plane wall in the expected. There are, however, significant horizontal com-
grounded case), and the whole was surrounded on all sides ponents present. This is a direct consequence of the bound-
by a 15-voxel thick absorbing boundary. Thus the calcula- ary condition (5)—the current flow near the boundary has
tions were performed over a 108 3 78 3 281 array, for an a normal component at any nonzero surface charge, and
overall domain composed of 2,367,144 voxels. Each run the body model surface is an approximation to one having
employed 4200 time steps of 1.2 ps for a total simulation elements with arbitrary normal orientation. Horizontal
time of 4.92 ns. Typical computation times were of the components will also be associated with the channelling
order of 18 h. of currents into tissues of higher conductivity. Finally, the

Calculations were carried out for excitation by uniform table also indicates the presence of a reversed electric field
60-Hz, 1-kV m21 vertical electric source fields. The hybrid (P21.5 mV m21) in parts of the model. The whole-body
method will be illustrated with the human models placed average horizontal electric fields are almost zero, while the
in two situations, namely in free space, and in electrical average vertical electric field is significantly positive (P0.57
contact with a ground plane at the soles of the feet. mV m21). These features are illustrated in Fig. 5. This

In the case of the high-resolution human body model, figure depicts projections of three-dimensional current tra-
the SPFD matrix system had 1,736,872 equations of the jectories onto a vertical, side-to-side, central cross section
form (8), which was augmented by a single additional equa-

through the upper part of the low-resolution model situ-
tion specifying that the conduction potential have zero

ated in free space. The shading on the figure behind themean. Solutions to this matrix system were reliably ob-
streamlines is proportional to electric intensity. The asym-tained using the conjugate gradient method [1] module of
metry in the current flow lines, and in particular the re-the parallel iterative methods package [4]. Using under
versed flow in the right arm, is due to an asymmetrical300 MB of memory on a Hewlett–Packard 9000/735 Unix
arrangement of the arms, particularly with respect to theworkstation, the relative residuals in the iterative solutions
minimum arm–body separation.were reduced by 12 orders of magnitude, in about 40 h. The

Also indicated in this table are the field-wise mismatchesactual time depended slightly on the body configuration.
(1 2 x) between the FDTD and hybrid methods, definedSolutions for the low-resolution model involved 229,452
in terms of the full-body three-dimensional correlation co-potential values and were obtained in under 70 min. The
efficients x. These mismatches (which would be zero forconvergence of the iterative solution for the body situated
perfect agreement) correspond to correlation coefficientsin free space is illustrated in Fig. 4, which plots the relative
in excess of 99.59%, for all four fields.residual (in the l2 norm) rn/r1 as a function of iteration

A better measure of the agreement between the twonumber n. Similar convergence was observed for the
sets of computations is provided by the associated currentgrounded case.
density comparisons in Table II. Here the effects of internalTo show that the hybrid procedure is viable, Table I
air cavities are absent. In this case, the mismatches for allpresents a set of measures comparing the low-resolution
four fields correspond to whole-body correlations of betterinterior electric fields computed by the FDTD code with
than 99.99999%. The excellent agreement is further sup-those computed using the hybrid FDTD/SPFD scheme.
ported by the various measures. The minimum, maximum,This table pertains to the body located in free space, so
and variations differ in at most the fourth significant figure,that the SPFD inputs are purely charge-density-based. The
and the vertical component measures are even slightlymeasures are both local (whole-body maximum and mini-

mum) and global (whole-body average and standard devia- better. The measures for the magnitude of the current
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FIG. 7. Modulus of the current induced in a horizontal cross section through the heart for the low-resolution (top) and high-resolution
(bottom) models.

density differ in only the fifth significant figure, apart from less, the agreement between the hybrid and FDTD calcula-
tions provides a satisfying demonstration of the applicabil-the variation measure.
ity of Stevenson’s method to low-frequency modelling, andTable III presents a similar set of measures for the elec-
additionally provides an important verification of the cor-tric fields induced in the grounded case, while Table IV
rectness of the two distinct computer codes.contains the associated current density comparisons. In

this case, the SPFD boundary conditions contain a mixture
3.2. High Resolution Examples

of charge and current. Again, the tables still indicate an
excellent agreement between the two sets of interior fields. To show an indication of the desirability for higher-

resolution internal modelling, and to provide a introduc-The excellent agreement is, of course, to be expected
on physical grounds—both the quasi-static FDTD code tory illustration of the associated results, Fig. 6 depicts the

modulus of the electric field, taken in a horizontal crossand the SPFD code implement low-frequency interpreta-
tions of Maxwell’s equations. Moreover, unlike the mag- section through the heart of the human model. The upper

panel depicts the field computed in the low-resolutionnetic case where the SPFD computations are decoupled
from the FDTD ones and can therefore serve as an inde- model, while the lower panel shows the field as computed

in the high-resolution model based on the surface chargependent verification [6], the SPFD results in the hybrid
method are dependent on the FDTD data. Indeed, the interpolation method. Figure 7 displays the current density

in an analogous layout. Units and levels are indicated inagreement shown in Tables I through IV is better than
that obtained in the case of magnetic excitation. Neverthe- the colour bars. The electric fields are fairly uniform over
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FIG. 8. Layer-averaged electric field (left column) and current density (right column) as a function of height for the body model in free space
(top row) and in electrical contact with a ground plane at the soles of the feet (bottom row). The source is a 60-Hz, 1-kV m21 uniform electric field
directed vertically from feet to head.
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FIG. 9. Layer-maximum electric field (left column) and current density (right column) as a function of height for the body model in free space
(top row) and in electrical contact with a ground plane at the soles of the feet (bottom row). The source is a 60-Hz, 1-kV m21 uniform electric field
directed vertically from feet to head.
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much of the cross section. Details of the body interior are 4. CONCLUSIONS
much more visible in the current density plots. It is quite

This work has presented a hybrid low frequency electricapparent that the 7.2-mm resolution model, while adequate
induction modelling method which combines a quasi-staticfor representing the gross geometric properties of the
finite-difference time-domain code with a frequency-do-model (and therefore for determining the external field
main scalar potential finite-difference method. The FDTDand surface charge density), gives a poorer representation
code is capable of accurately solving both the interior andof the internal features.
exterior problems, but only at a relatively low-resolution,To further illustrate the enhanced-resolution modelling,
given limited computer resources. The SPFD code, how-Fig. 8 presents layer-averaged data, as a function of height,
ever, is capable of solving the interior problem at higherfor the two body configurations. The left-hand column
resolution, given the surface charge distribution induceddisplays the electric field intensity in millivolts per meter,
by the external electric field. This information is extractedwhile the right-hand column pertains to the current density
from the FDTD results, and interpolated onto the surfacemagnitude in milliamps per square meter. The top row is
of the fine-resolution model.for the body in free space, while the bottom row pertains

The validity of this hybrid method was demonstratedto the grounded case. Each figure contains two curves,
for the low-resolution case by the close agreement obtainedone each from the low-resolution FDTD and the high-
between the internal fields computed solely via the FDTDresolution hybrid data. The identity of the curves is indi-
method and those using the hybrid FDTD/SPFD tech-cated in the legend. All curves are superimposed on a view
nique.of the high-resolution model surface. It was shown by de

The net result is a viable technique for modelling low-Moerloose et al. [10] that the FDTD code gave interior
frequency electrically-induced fields in the full humanfields that compared favorably with other published work,
body, at a resolution necessary for ascertaining the effects

when applied to an earlier body model with older conduc-
on smaller components such as glands.

tivity values. The main focus of the present discussion is the
comparison between the FDTD and hybrid calculations.
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